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BELGIUM LOOKS AHEAD WITH 70 YEARS EXISTENCE OF BELGIAN AIR FORCE  
 
Belgium is celebrating the 70 years existence of its air force.  In 1946 Colonel Defraiteur took on October 
15th the decision to set up an air force independently from the army with a heritage of pilots who served 
in the RAF.  Later in 1946 on october 24th some 22 Supermarine Spitfire Mk. XVI Spitfires flew from 
Fassberg in Germany to Beauvechain (Bevekom) to form 349 and 350 ‘Smaldeel’(Sqns). Since that 
important step much happened and Belgium has seen a colourful history in building nowadays a 
comparetively small but modern air force built on high tech. 
 
COLOURFUL HISTORY 
 
The Belgian air force was after World war II supported by the United States in the Mutual Defence 
Assistance Program (MDAP) under which program  aircraft and other means were provided.  Aircraft 
‘classics’ such as the Lockheed F-104G Starfighter and the Dassault Mirage V saw operational service in 
Belgium and were symbols during the cold war period. Several other types were in use such as the 
Fouga Magister. Later Belgium was together with other NATO counterparts one of the European 
Participating Air Forces (EPAF) introducing the General Dynamics F-16 multi role figher in the European 
theatre. The focus on the historic part could easily fill up all the lines of an article but more interesting  
would be to look after what has been achieved after 70 years.  A modest ceremony was held on 
Beauvechain on October 24th 2016 to remember  the founding of the Royal Belgian Air Force now called 
‘luchtcomponent’ and an expositon on the air  base was opened.  
 
COOPERATION WITH THE NEIGHBOUR 
 
The effectiveness of the Belgium  armed forces in the ‘luchtcomponent’ could be viewed in the best way 
when looking on the involvement in International operations. Succeeding in being a reliable and 
competent ally is a main objective but how to reach and to sustain in that role is a matter of hard work 
and dedication.  Belgium has faced multiple international engagements through the years (Bosnia, 
Afghanistan, Lybia ,Mali, Irak) and prooved more than once that jobs were well done.  A special 
relationship has been achieved with the Netherlands. Signing an agreement  in  1996 called Deployable 
Air Task Force (DATF) they fitted themselves to one instrument with equal procedures and more 
effectiveness for longer periods of deployment.  More than once they were cooperating together in 
defence matters and this was so very much alike that Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxembourg were 
seeking to combine air power under one command, concerning to defend their own airspace.   
 
F-16 AS CORE OF THE FLEET  
 
The cooperation has been settled around both F-16 fleets, you may say the core of both air forces, but 
also combined roleplay stretches to transport and helicopter units too. The F-16 fleet of Belgium is of top 
class as is those of the Netherlands and they are very comparable.  Acting alternately in major crisis in 
the world  has become more or less a routine matter with the two countries.  When looking more closely 
on the F-16 it appears to be the ideal multi role fighter for the Belgian ‘luchtcomponent’ .  Some 54 
fighters are currently serving at the bases Kleine Brogel and Florennes and 28 are assigned to NATO’s 
rapid reaction forces (RRF).  Both air-to air capability and air- to ground capability can  be performed 
during one mission with the combination of AIM-9M Sidewinders, AMRAAM AIM-120B and the Sniper 
advanced tartgeting pod (SATP). However the Sniper was developed for air- to ground missions it 
prooved also valuable for air-to air missions.  For attack missions several Laser guide bombs (LGB) 
could be carried and The F-16 has also its M-61 Vulcan cannon. The F-16 is equipped with the ALQ-131 
electronic jamming pod for sef defence and all mainframes were upgraded in the Mid life update (MLU) 
together with the Dutch F-16’s. For the air defense two F-16’s are ready on QRA guarding Belgian and 
Dutch airspace and above Luxembourg for 24 hours a day and 365 days a year. This task is alternatively 
conducted  with the Royal Netherlands Air Force during six month periods. Currently the F-16’s are 
preparing to join the air policing task in the Baltic States. The air defence capability will even be 



enhanced with the introduction shortly of the more agile AIM-9X in combination with helmet mounted cue 
sight feature. During the air policing missions the F-16’s are under command of NATO’s Combined Air 
Operations Centere (CAOC).  
 
In  previous air policing missions the tower of Ämari air base in Estland noted the fasted scramble ever 
(3.5 minutes) by a Belgian F-16. Off course this will be a Russian airplane as it is also more often above 
the North Sea again. Strike missions such as interdiction and close air support are normally coordinated 
by FAC’s or JTAC’s on the ground or lead by information gathered by Strike Coordination and 
Reconnaissance (SCAR) missions by F-16 or Hunter UAV’s and overseen by CAOC or other Control 
and reporting Centre or Boeing E-3 AWACS airplanes. In those cases Belgium will use precious guide 
munitions (PGM) to prevent collateral damage. Currently belgium operates six F-16’s above Iraq and 
Syria to fight IS or DAESH in operation ‘Desert Falcon’ (ODF).  General major Frederik Vansina the 
commander of the ‘luchtcomponent’ discribes DAESH as a professional opponent which should not be 
underestimated. Belgium reliefed the Dutch and will stay for one year in Jordan on the compound they 
called ‘Snow city’ resembling the almost white reflecting surrounding desert sands.  
 
TRANSPORT DEVELOPS TO OTHER NEEDS.  
 
Belgium operates a transport fleet of 11 C-130H Hercules planes in the 20 smaldeel  and 
miscellaneaous aircraft in 21 smaldeel for liasion and VIP flights both together in 15 wing. Their task is to 
execute worldwide logistical and humanitarian transport missions in favor of Belgian Defence.The C-
130H have seen a great deal of flights and were workhorses through the years in tactical transport. 
Immenent important as support and supply aircraft for deployments, but also acting as medevac aircraft 
and came also in action for extraction of people in central Africa (non-combatant evacuation operations). 
The Hercules freighters are using the ‘hub and spoke’ method to bring cargo and troops to a central spot 
(hub) for distribution to other locations (Spoke).   
 
There are two important tactical areas outside Europe: Africa and the Middle East. The C-130H’s are 
part of the ATARES community which stands for Air Transport & Air-to-Air Refuelling and other 
Exchange of services. Missions are coordinated by European Air Transport Command (EATC) in 
Eindhoven, Netherlands. The planes itself are homebased at Melsbroek, Brussels. Ten percent of the 
capacity of the hercules planes is used for training flights while the other 90 percent is under EATC 
command. Other activities of the C-130H could be in support of commando’s or special operations and 
para-dropping.  For Liasion Vip and NGO operations in support of the Belgian governement or  Brussels 
NATO command there is the ability to use a Dassault Falcon 20E-5, Dassault Falcon 900B or Embraer 
ERJ-135/145, the latter also capable to act in medevac operations. An Airbus 321 from the Portugese 
firm HiFly is leased to the Belgian air force to bring defence personnel to far deployments .The Hercules 
airplanes will see a replacement in 2018-2020 with  seven Airbus A-400M aircraft. This will enhance the 
range dramatically and more global destinations will be in direct reach.  
 
NH-90 IN KEY ROLE 
 
With the acquisition of the NH-90, Belgium reached another level in helicopter operations. For years the 
tasks were mostly attached to the Agusta A-109 fleet including transport, medevac, assault and combat 
missions while the SAR operations were conducted by five Sea King mk48’s, most often above the North 
Sea. In addition a few Alouette III helicopters were in use as on board helicopter on Frigates. Once again 
the cooperation with the Netherlands was demonstrated  recently when an Belgian Alouette III was on 
mission to the Carribean embarking a Dutch Frigate and played an important role in intercepting a drug 
transport.  Today the NH-90 is going to be almost fully implemented  in the helicopter force and added to 
the A-109 fleet which decreased through the years from 46 in 1988 to 13 examples nowadays.   
 
Of course tasks were transferred to the NH-90’s which are in use in two versions. Four examples serve 
as Tactical Transport Helicopter (TTH) versions , the other four as NATO Frigate Helicoper (NFH) 
version in Belgium called ‘Caiman’. The Caiman is exactly the same version as those of the Dutch and 
the helicopers join under one naval command in Den Helder,Netherlands.  Efforts were made towards a 
total integration of naval air arms to enable collaboration in embarkment of Belgian and Dutch 
helicopters on frigates of both countries. The NH-90 as a European project suffered from delays and new 
appeals on performances were made during evaluation and implementation resulting in Initial 
Operational Capability (IOC) versions entering service first.  They fill in the gaps  for essential tasks like 
SAR , transport, counter drugs or counter piracy with a later upgrading to Full Operational Capability 
(FOC) versions.  Both  Belgium and the Netherlands faced this situation . Currently  retrofittings are in 
process, as is the route from IOC to FOC for maritime operations and operations on frigates were started 



with crews from both countries to learn an gain experience on flying the ‘Caiman’from ships.  The IOC 
and FOC for MAR-operations is foreseen for 2017 and 2018 enabling the fully scope with all ASW and 
ASuW techniques. 
 
IN SUPPORT OF THE ARMY 
 
The NFH operates from Koksijde and the TTH versions from Beauvechain. TheTTH will operate in 
support of the Belgian Army  (landcomponent) for tactical transport of troops (13 fully equipped soldiers), 
logistic transport and  operations with special forces. The TTH has a cargodoor in the rear which 
guarantees a quick and easy unloading of troops and cargo. With a few adaptions the TTH can be 
configured for medevac and casevac role. The TTH’s will be equipped with machineguns in near future 
to have a self defence capability in assault raids. The A-109, also based in beauvechain has more- or 
less similar tasks but focus more specifically on support in special operations and can act in medevac or 
in the air interception role with helicopter assault packages thanks to its two MAG 7.62 machine guns. 
Belgian A-109’s and Dutch Chinooks and Cougars exercise together and when neccesary they can take 
over the package protection role from the Apaches. Belgian A-109’s assisted in the French operation 
Serval in Mali 2013 with medevac operations.  Belgium operated for years a large fleet of Alouette II 
helicopters acting in the observation role but they left the service and the role was given to the B-Hunter 
UAV’s operating from Koksijde but experience was also gained abroad like operations above Bosnia. 
Today the UAV’s are even scheduled in coastal patrol of Belgium replacing manned flights at that 
moment and they were used in operation Vigilant Guardian to gather infromation during terrorist actions. 
In 2021 and 2030 additional acquisitions of UAV’s wit ha medium range are planned.  
 
AIR COMPETENCE CENTRE OVERSEES ALL COURSES 
 
The Air Competence Centre (CC-Air) At beauvechain oversees the training tasks. Apart from the well-
known pilot training it is also responsible for the training of specialist flying personnel, such as 
loadmasters, stewards, gunners, medevac-personnel etc. and non-flying specialists such as force 
protection, fire fighting crews,  flight simulators personnel  and also UAV operators. Initial flying training 
(Phase IIA) is practiced at the Siai Marchetti SF-260 based at Beauvechain. For further basic flying 
training the cadet will go to France. The Phase III helicopter training is running at Dax on the EC-120 
Colibri and Phase III fixed wing training at Cazeaux on the ALpha Jet.  Therefore Belgium transferred 
their Apha jet fleet to Cazaux.  Further multi -engine training in preparing for education to a transport pilot 
is possible at Avord at the Embraer Xingu. Follow-on Phase IV training for helicoptrs will be at the 
Operational Conversion and Training Unit (OCTU) at Beauvechain and those scheduled to become 
fighter pilots will continue at the F-16 Operational Conversion Unit (OCU) at Kleine Brogel.  Belgium also 
delivers personnel on AWACS flights within international crews.  Still there is budget and ability to have 
demo-teams at air shows such as the A-109-demoteam, The Red Devils with the Siai Marchetti and the 
F-16 solo display.  
  
LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE 
 
Future plans will beside the acquisition of the A-400M and some UAV’s concerning mainly about the 
replacement of the F-16  when facing the end of life cycle.  A special project group analyses the qualities 
of aircaft qualified as contenders for the replacement. This are the Boeing F/A-18E Super Hornet, 
Dassault Rafale 3R, Eurofighter Typhoon, Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II en the Saab JAS-39E 
Gripen.  Next phases of decisions have still to come. The Belgian Alpha jets will be drawn from use in 
2018 and a search has begun to see this type of trainng transferred to a running multinational training 
course elswhere. The Group of executive airplanes in the so-called  ‘witte vloot’ (white fleet) will see a 
goodbye of the Falcon 50 and probably aircraft will be leased instead. Belgium hopes in future to use 
part of the A-400M fleet in the tanker role to improve the chronic shortage of tankers. Today when 
Belgium is in need of tankers in air-to-air refuelling operations they can ask with EATC which tankers are 
available, but also Belgium is investigating how to collaborate with others in a future Multi-Role Tanker 
Transport (MRTT) acquisition. All this projects must be seen in the context of available budgets, political 
stability in Europe and commitment to tension areas in the world needing a multinational interference. 
The Belgian Air Force has developed to a highly competent organization, however not based on many 
assets, but on quality and action within a frame work with partners.  
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